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Let (X, S) be a measure space, pi (i = l, ■ ■ • , n) signed measures on (X, S). Then p=(pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn) is a (w-dimensional) vector measure on (X, S), p is finite and purely nonatomic if every pt is finite and purely nonatomic, respectively. Consider the range of a finite ndimensional vector measure as a subset of the w-dimensional Euclidean space £n. A. Liapounoff [4] and P. R. Halmos [2] have shown: (1) The range of a finite vector measure is closed, (2) the range of a finite and purely nonatomic vector measure is con- (h) S is the cr-ring of all subsets of the set of positive integers, p. the one-dimensional vector measure defined by p(M) = zJneM (2 -2~~n), M(E.S. The set of the even positive integers does not belong to R, but it belongs to R.
As to boundary points of the finite range R of a vector measure lying moreover on the boundary of the convex hull of R here it will be proved the Therefore for all j, k (6) u ;g v(f)) ^u + 2W.
Assume that P = Uysi M/£So. Then, given c>0, for every j there is a nonnegative integer k such that A closed and bounded subset of the E" is compact. Thus it follows from (6) and (8) that there is an vEttI^R, ||»?|| =^c; c was given arbitrarily positive, in contradiction to the boundedness of irr\R. Hence PGSo.
The restriction p' of p to the o--ring S'= {Ff~\M: MES] is a finite vector measure. Since MjES',j = l, 2, ■ • • , £ is a cluster point of the range of p'. According to (1) , £G£-
